I am delighted to bring you a selection of hand crafted Spring and

Easter gifts and cards. All profit from sales will be donated to the
Kori Development Project supporting women and children in
Sierra Leone. More info available on their website koridp.org

All items are individually hand crafted so designs and fabrics may differ
from those shown. All items are designed for decorative purposes and
are not suitable as toys except for the large knitted rabbits.

Large Felt Rabbits - £10 23cm seated

available in green purple or floral print fabric

Cotton tails - little cute creatures 13cm
tall, green check, green,
blue or red - £6

Chocolate orange cosies - £3.50 Black or white sheep,
white duck, yellow duck, yellow rabbit,
brown rabbit or grey rabbit

Chocolate Egg cosies - £2.50

Creme eggs - grey rabbit, brown rabbit

sheep, bobble hat. Kinder eggs - sheep,
bobble hat, green rabbit.

Felt chickens - £5 Hanging basket with small eggs or
chicken on a stick to add to flowers or a plant.

Knitted rabbits - £10 30cm tall

13cm x 11cm

Felt Easter eggs - £3.50 9cm x 6cm

Felt creatures - £3.50

chick or rabbit

Little yellow bird. Approx 10cm x 8cm

More felt creatures - £3.50

Pink felt sheep - £4 9.5cm x 10cm

Chicken or rooster, pocket palls with removable

Sheep, rabbit sitting or standing with fabric hearts

Embroidered rabbit, chicken or pink dove.

Felt owls - £4 8cm tall, pink or turquoise

Useful little purses - £3.50 18cm x
13cm. Many more colours available.

Gift tags - six for £1

Greetings cards
Spring Birthday, Mens Birthday, Childrens Birthday, Easter, Mixed greetings (Get well, Best wishes, Thinking of you,
Blank, Thank you) £5 per set or any three sets for £12.
Designs may vary from those shown, all cards are blank for your own message. 15cm square or 12cm x 18cm

